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YOGAMATTERS INDIAN IKAT COLLECTION IS BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
 
 
Initially launched late last year, the hugely popular Indian Ikat collection from Yogamatters, with its 
unique Ikat weaving, is back in stock after selling out completely in just a matter of weeks.  What’s 
more, a new spring Ikat collection will be launched this May. 
 
Ikat weaving has a rich heritage, dating back thousands of years as a traditional textile used in South 
East Asia and South America. Ikat refers to the intricate dyeing process whereby bundles of yarn are 
wrapped tightly together and dyed repeatedly to create the desired pattern. Once dyed and dried, 
the yarns are painstakingly lined up by the weaver on the loom to form the unique pattern. 
 
Yogamatters used this meticulously detailed design process to create the Yogamatters Ikat 
collection, which features five popular products, Eye Pillow, Buckwheat Bolster, Round Meditation 
Cushion, Zabuton and Carry All Kit Bag.  
 
Yogamatters has been working with a trusted partner in India for more than ten years to produce 
socially conscious products with care.  
 
 
 
Yogamatters Ikat Eye Pillow - £10 
This stunning new Ikat Eye Pillow is the inspired choice to support 
restoration and relaxation during your yoga and meditation 
practice. Filled with linseed and lavender scent, this is an ideal 
prop for both home and studio practice. Either place on top of the 
eyelids or rest in your palms during Corpse Pose to help release 
stress and enable deeper relaxation. Its cotton outer cover can be 
easily removed and washed.   
 

 
Yogamatters Ikat Buckwheat 
Bolster - £40 
A staple prop for yoga – this cylindrical shaped bolster is perfect for 
placing under your knees during Savasana, helping to release the lower 
back. The buckwheat hull filling won’t break down over time and can 
withstand much more pressure.  Machine washable removeable cover 
with strong zip and useful carrying handle add to the features.  
 
 
 
 

 
 



Yogamatters Ikat Round Meditation Cushion - £35 
The Ikat Round Meditation Cushion is the inspired choice to lift 
you up and allow for reflection during your meditation 
practice. With a natural buckwheat hull filling, this cushion 
moulds to the contours of your body, encouraging complete 
release and relaxation into your yoga asana. The height and 
firmness can be easily adjusted by adding or removing the 
buckwheat filling. Similar to the Ikat Buckwheat Bolster, 
additional features include a machine washable removeable zip 
cover and useful carrying handle.  
 
 
Yogamatters Ikat Zabuton - £65 
Let the Ikat Zabuton Meditation Cushion from the Yogamatters Ikat Collection provide you with a 
comfortable, supportive and warm base for your meditation practice. Offering support and comfort 
for your kneed and ankles. This can also be used as a base for a second meditation cushion, such as 
the Yogamatters Ikat Round Meditation Cushion.  
 
 
Yogamatters Ikat Carry All Kit Bag - £25 
A must have for yogis with plenty of props, this bag has 
lots of space to store your mat, props and yoga wear. 
With a hard lining at the bottom,  a double zip for easy 
access and two carry handles, it’s comfortable to carry 
and ensures your kit is stored neatly with a handy pocket 
to safely stow away valuables. 
 
 
NEW for spring:   
 
Yogamatters has designed the Spring Ikat collection with the season in mind, wanting to offer a lighter 
and brighter range that represented the colours of spring and the optimism that these colours bring. 
The yellow colourway represents the sun starting to shine combined with the green that represents 
the new life sprouting around us. 
 
The Spring Ikat Collection includes the Eye Pillow, Buckwheat Bolster and Round Meditation Cushion 
in the refreshed spring Ikat print, see product descriptions from the Ikat collection above. Along with 
a Surya Mat Bag in the new spring Ikat print.  
 



Yogamatters Spring Ikat Surya Mat Bag - £25 
A strong and spacious versatile yoga mat bag to be carried 
across your body, over one shoulder or as a backpack. With 
easy access, either from the opening at the top of the bag or 
using the long double zip down the side. The Spring Ikat Surya 
Mat Bag also has two thick rope handles and a concealed inner 
pocket to keep your valuables safe. 
 
 

 
 

High Res Imagery - 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/25muibho5euo8jd/AABsPvTZ9d8_SDTjDkejyO5La?dl=0 

 
 

The Ikat Collection is available online now at www.yogamatters.com and the Spring Ikat Collection 
will be available in May 2020. 
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About Yogamatters:  
We’re a passionate team of practising yoga teachers, beginners and long-term yoga lovers, who all bring a form of yoga 
into our daily lives. Our passion for living well shines through in all that we do – yoga as we know is more than asanas.  
Yogamatters’ first steps were taken in 1996 long before yoga’s current popularity,when our founders discovered it was quite 
a challenge to find quality yoga equipment.  They began by selling yoga mats after class, often out of the back of the car. Now 
nearly 25 years later, Yogamatters remains anchored by its yoga roots and fearlessly authentic during a time of massive 
global change.   

We are proud of our track record for serving yoga teachers, studios and the at home yoga practitioner be that in the UK or 
beyond. We know that our reputation stems from our passion for and ability to curate an eclectic mix of products all with a 
yoga lifestyle in mind. Today, Twanna Doherty is leading the way forward after joining the company as CEO in 2014. It is her 
greatest desire to serve Yogamatters’ customers wherever they are along their health & wellbeing journey.  

Above all else, we simply do what we love and that makes all the difference. 

www.yogamatters.com 

 
 

 
 


